
March 30, 2011 

 

Dean Wiley 

MLD Computers 

124-B East Broad Street 

Dunn, NC 28334 

 

FBI Laboratory 

Cryptanalysis and Racketeering Records Unit 

2501 Investigation Parkway 

Quantico, VA 22135 

Attn: Ricky McCormick Case 

 

Agents, Analysts, Cryptologists: 

 

The “letters” (or notes) do not need “decrypting” they need “de-crazy-ed.” 

 

Background Info #1 

A close relative of mine was described by the Psycho-Doctors as “paranoid, delusional, so many 

personalities there is no textbook diagnosis for it.”  This was in the 1980s and the whole “multiple 

personality disorder” thing was not popular amongst the electroshock-them-well (or feed them lithium 

and gin) PhD set.  This relative was crazy – but extremely intelligent: had their own PhD in psychology; 

had worked for the Army treating “delayed battle stress syndrome” (what we call PTSD these days); 

spoke and literate in at least 4 languages (that I know of)… and, wrote psycho-babble letters and notes 

on scraps of paper like Mr. McCormick’s.  This relative also “read the hidden messages” delivered from 

their sinus into their Kleenex like fortune-tellers read tea leaves.  (I can’t read boogers or tea leaves, but 

I can read Mr. McCormick’s loony-rant.) 

Background Info #2 

Here, in Dunn, for about 15 years we had a homeless lady that would stand on the street corners and 

cuss at her “imaginary friends.”  Her name is/was Malinda (or Belinda).  In 2004, a friend of mine moved 

his computer business downtown.  Malinda/Belinda left him a hand scribbled note (far worse than 

McCormick’s notes) that we transcribed as: 

=======================  psycholetter9.22.2004.txt  ======================= 
The Last bound train 

engin engin #9 going 

down that choco line 

the rail road runs through 

the middle of the house 

bill collector (marked) 

off 



little girl in satan 

prison, Post office 

master plan 

the other part of (are) 

mich [igan] 

youve been 

missour      minns 

using me + 

new mexico 

my family 

tex 

In the wrong for 

years to pay 

your bills 

Fla 

STATE OF NC CA Ches VA. 

(all down right side) 

Tenn ..Your Churches 

(all left side up/down) 

Internation Port OR 

 

[Page 2] 

The My Stro 

you forced me to 

play again + 

act 2 now 

I must kill 

all of you 

you + the business 

wheels of Dunn 

Erwin Benson 

Newton Grove 

Falcon Godwin 

Wade Smithfield 

Raleigh Fayettville 

Clinton Coats 

(up left Side) Lillington 

(down right side) Clinton 

=======================  end psycholetter9.22.2004.txt  ======================= 

We have scan(s) of it somewhere – I can’t find them right now. 

Some “De-Psycho-Filter” Codex 

The FBI article said that Mr. McCormick had “used” this code since childhood.  So, read it “child-like” 

instead of 200-I.Q. “Signals and Intelligence.”  Many of the comments found on the web (even one day 

after FBI publication/request) stated “…I tried to just read it.”  They were on the right track.  The 

“confusion” starts when “we” assume because of all those repeat characters and “phrases” some sort of 

cryptology or cryptography (or autism/savant-like self-coding/decoding, compression, algorithms, and 

all the other “it has to be complex!”) notions. 



There may be some letter-in-letter “Omega-Code” hidden message in the .jpg rendition.  That is far 

beyond my “crypto” reasoning.  (Re-compress into a more lossy format and does the code still exist, 

fractal style? Then it’s not there.) 

McCormick’s prolific use of “SE”: it indicates plural (s – like persons); it indicates possessive (‘s – like 

Man’s); it is often misused (vernacular – “RSE” seems to mean to McCormick “ares” as in “we ares the 

world, we ares the children”). 

McCormick’s “n” (prolific again): seems like everyone (me included) misdiagnosed it, especially with the 

many “NCBEs” throughout both.  I even looked up NCBE found a bunch of “Dolly the Sheep Cloning” 

information from the couple of years before his death – and tried to overcomplicate both letters into 

some psychotic-paranoid-cloning fear of McCormick’s.  Paying closer attention I realized that it is not an 

“n” but a Greek “mu” (or “screwy” ohm).  It appears (to me) to be a delimiter or spacer.  So, “NCBE” is 

actually “(delimiter)CBE” and “CBE” seems to stand for (next): 

McCormick’s “CBE”: “See-Be”? (See the signs, BE a super-person?)  “Seeing-Being”? (After “seeing” you 

complete your “being?”)  Maybe just “BE” (like “Let it be” or “Be good” or “it is”). 

McCormick’s “TE” and “DE”: The.  (Like the net-kids use “teh” these days.) Occasionally it (“DE”) appears 

to be a “MJ and LB (they’re 5-1/2)” double-ed.  They say: “We did-ed it!” 

McCormick’s “WLD”: World (sometimes “would” maybe, but read the “My Stro” above, it doesn’t have 

to make sense, just be decoded). 

McCormick’s “TF”: “if” (tiff? – a lot of his scrib-phone-listics take some “playing with in your mouth” 

before you figure them out; like ARSE is not a buttocks, it is “are’s” discussed above.) 

There is much I still have not (bothered to) work(ed) out.  It “kind of” gives me a headache – like reading 

Kaczynski’s Manifesto full of all those “we-s” and “us-s” and whatever nutcase that was “back in the 

day” that called women “wemens.” 

I started with the (P1) note because the bottom “signature sentence” or “p.s.” or “closing” just reads in 

plain psychotic-English: 

“If a mans/persons soul ared loose to the world would he be?” 

4.28.2011 = adding links to the other two – shrunk the “My Stro” note to 9 to make space. Online (pdf) 

only.  4.29.2011 added the final with pamphlet info. 

This One (P1): http://www.mldragon.com/2011_0330_FBI_McCormick_DePsycho.pdf 

P1 (Part 2): http://www.mldragon.com/2011_0331_FBI_McCormick_P1_arfc.pdf 

“Notes”: http://www.mldragon.com/2011_0331_FBI_McCormick_notes.pdf 

Final/Destiny (Tri-Fold Pamphlet Received 3.20.11): 

 http://www.mldragon.com/2011_0429_mccormicCompareFinal.pdf 

http://www.mldragon.com/2011_0330_FBI_McCormick_DePsycho.pdf
http://www.mldragon.com/2011_0331_FBI_McCormick_P1_arfc.pdf
http://www.mldragon.com/2011_0331_FBI_McCormick_notes.pdf
http://www.mldragon.com/2011_0429_mccormicCompareFinal.pdf


 

Top line (…) and (A{Sm}) = I don’t know.  *something(s)+ “ares” *something+ “are” or “ware” 

2nd Line: If are it’s PBs *“peoples?”+ or beings or persons 

3rd Line:  [prse? – person+ or misters (man’s) preheld would *world?+ be (*unknown+TFXLF T<XL “mu” 

CBE (be/being again)) 

4th Line: All property [unknown] being magicians or [bad?] persons 

5th Line: Would receive burns.  The next(s) castle cities would be 

6th Line: All would [world] be[ings].  Is [??] [liars?] or  [GLs? (angels?)] as would be[ing] 

7th Line: (No [PFs] [or liars?] being) the good men seeing the cure for [re] burning [the burn]. 

8th Line: (The [eternal fire?] and See-Be[Seeing-Being] Arts Beings) 

9th Line: (Flowers Person The 71 See-Being[s] [visionaries?]*beings that can “see”?+) 

10th Line: ([Dance?] Person The 74 See-Being[s]) 

11th Line: ([Priest?] Person Are The 75 See-Being[s]) 

12th Line: (If a mans/persons soul ared loose to the world would he be?) 

13th (Lucky Last?) Line: (*194+ World’s *“Beings That See?”+) (*unknown+) 

The “XL” or “X<” appears on both notes and seems to mean something – I haven’t figured out what. 

I am not looking (not even for one second) at that second page today, “we’s are tries agains is 

tomorrows castles muCBE.” 

And if, like some “comments” question, this is an F.B.I. “April Fool’s Joke” – well you FBIs better hope 

you “see the cure for the burning” because you gave me a headache.  Law-of-2s… lzh compression…?!!? 


